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Diffusion Probabilistic Models

! Gradually denoise until a clear image sample appears
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Classical Formulation
! Given: 
› Data: 
› Diffusion process:

! Goal: reverse it!

xTx0 xtxt-1

<latexit sha1_base64="vv93iKP++oFnRzu5Kqxk/BNAexo=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh48eAkWoR4siRT1WPTisYL9gDaEzXbTLt1swu5EWmIu/hUvHhTx6s/w5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJnnx5wpsO0vo7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Yu3stFSWS0CaJeCQ7PlaUM0GbwIDTTiwpDn1O2/7oeuq376lULBJ3MImpG+KBYAEjGLTkmQexl/ZgSAFnlbGXwqmTPYw9OPHMsl21Z7D+EicnZZSj4ZmfvX5EkpAKIBwr1XXsGNwUS2CE06zUSxSNMRnhAe1qKnBIlZvOHsisY630rSCSugRYM/XnRIpDpSahrztDDEO16E3F/7xuAsGlmzIRJ0AFmS8KEm5BZE3TsPpMUgJ8ogkmkulbLTLEEhPQmZV0CM7iy39J66zqnFdrt7Vy/SqPo4gO0RGqIAddoDq6QQ3URARl6Am9oFfj0Xg23oz3eWvByGf20S8YH9/O3JaM</latexit>

p✓(xt�1|xt)

Forward: data → noise
<latexit sha1_base64="P3n9FvFHC5qXYcABmfc5gAEuFV8=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WoC0siRV0W3bisYB/QhjCZTtqhk4czN8US+yduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gP3cjjnXubO8WLBFVjWt1FYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3zP2DlooSSVmTRiKSHY8oJnjImsBBsE4sGQk8wdre6Cbz22MmFY/Ce5jEzAnIIOQ+pwS05JrmQ+XRTWH6lPUze3rqmmWras2Al4mdkzLK0XDNr14/oknAQqCCKNW1rRiclEjgVLBpqZcoFhM6IgPW1TQkAVNOOrt8ik+00sd+JHWFgGfq742UBEpNAk9PBgSGatHLxP+8bgL+lZPyME6AhXT+kJ8IDBHOYsB9LhkFMdGEUMn1rZgOiSQUdFglHYK9+OVl0jqv2hfV2l2tXL/O4yiiI3SMKshGl6iOblEDNRFFY/SMXtGbkRovxrvxMR8tGPnOIfoD4/MHUhWTdg==</latexit>

q(xt|xt�1)

Reverse: noise → data

x0 xt-1 xt xT

… …

… …

<latexit sha1_base64="CSg8/6eX5kIiCKwRBf3FGGnGHvU=">AAAB9HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7JriHokevGIiXwksCHdUqCh7S5tl0A2/A4vHjTGqz/Gm//GAntQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QcSZNq777WQ2Nre2d7K7ub39g8Oj/PFJXYexIrRGQh6qZoA15UzSmmGG02akKBYBp41geD/3G2OqNAvlk5lG1Be4L1mPEWys5E86LmprJtCoOLns5AtuyV0ArRMvJQVIUe3kv9rdkMSCSkM41rrluZHxE6wMI5zOcu1Y0wiTIe7TlqUSC6r9ZHH0DF1YpYt6obIlDVqovycSLLSeisB2CmwGetWbi/95rdj0bv2EySg2VJLlol7MkQnRPAHUZYoSw6eWYKKYvRWRAVaYGJtTzobgrb68TupXJe+6VH4sFyp3aRxZOINzKIIHN1CBB6hCDQiM4Ble4c0ZOy/Ou/OxbM046cwp/IHz+QNSd5Er</latexit>

x0 ⇠ q(x)

<latexit sha1_base64="vcXSXqRGFTNs6n7+7s+EKpfksdE=">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</latexit>

q(xt�1|xt) ⇡ p✓(xt�1|xt) = N (µ✓(xt, t),⌃✓(xt, t))

<latexit sha1_base64="BCBc+64N3Vy1j5YPBfb5wLnOECs=">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</latexit>

q(xt|xt�1) = N (xt;
p

1� �txt�1,�tI), xT ⇠ N(0, I)



Y. Song et al, Score-Based Generative Modeling through Stochastic Differential Equations, ICLR2021 6

Stochastic Differential Equations
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Probabilistic Flow ODE

! Forward SDE

! Backward SDE

! Probabilistic Flow ODE

! Why?
› ODE solvers have lower error than SDE ones → less sampling steps
› Higher order ODE solvers perform reasonably in ~10-15 steps.
! What about sampling in 1-4 steps?
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Classes of Distillation Methods

! Classical distillation techniques 
› Non-DPM specific distillation methods;
› Often combined with other distillation methods.

! Distribution matching distillation
› Minimizing reverse KL using pretrained DPMs.

! Rectified flows
› Directly rectifying the DPM trajectories and then distilling using classical approaches. 

! Consistency models
› Learning a consistency function on top of the teacher trajectories.



E. Luhman and T. Luhman, Knowledge Distillation in Iterative Generative Models for Improved Sampling Speed, 2021 14

Naive Knowledge Distillation

1. Prepare pairs: {𝑥!" , 𝑥#" }, where 𝑥#" ~𝑁(0, 𝐼) and 𝑥#" → 𝑥!" using a teacher DPM ϵ$
2. Train a student model 𝑓%: 𝑓% 𝑥#" − 𝑥!" → min

%

› Takeaways: single-stage, data-free, expensive training, low performance, single step.



T. Salimans and J.Ho Progressive Distillation for Fast Sampling of Diffusion Models, ICLR2022 15

Progressive Distillation

1. Train a student to approximate 
two subsequent teacher steps;

2. Student → teacher;
3. Go to 1 until desired # steps. 

› Takeaways
1. Better quality than KD;
2. Multi-stage training;
3. Allows multiple steps at inference.



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 16

Distribution Matching Distillation

› Student 𝐺$ 𝑧 , 𝑧~𝑁 0, 𝐼 represents 𝑝&'() 𝑥 ;



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 17

Distribution Matching Distillation

› Student 𝐺$ 𝑧 , 𝑧~𝑁 0, 𝐼 represents 𝑝&'() 𝑥 ;



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 18

Distribution Matching Distillation

! Key idea: approximate ∇*𝐷+, using DPM forward passes
› Pretrained DPM teacher approximates 𝑠-)'. 𝑥/ , 𝑡 = ∇*!𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝-)'. 𝑥/ ;
› Auxiliary DPM is trained to approximate 𝑠&'() 𝑥/ , 𝑡 = ∇*!𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝&'() 𝑥/ during distillation.

! Questions 
1. The effect of scores for 𝑡 ≫ 0;
2. Does reverse KL cause problems?
3. Can we avoid training the auxiliary DPM for 𝑠&'() 𝑥/ , 𝑡 ?



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 19

Distribution Matching Distillation

! The effect of scores for 𝒕 ≫ 𝟎

› ∇*!𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝-)'. 𝑥/ and ∇*!𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝&'() 𝑥/ for 𝑡 ≫ 0 help to avoid unreliable scores;



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 20

Distribution Matching Distillation

! Reverse KL problem



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 21

Distribution Matching Distillation

! Reverse KL problem



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 22

Distribution Matching Distillation

! Reverse KL problem



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 23

Distribution Matching Distillation

! How to mitigate mode collapse?



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 24

Distribution Matching Distillation

! How to mitigate mode collapse?

› Combine with mode preserving distillation methods, e.g., naive distillation approach.



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 25

Distribution Matching Distillation



T. Yin, et al, One-step Diffusion with Distribution Matching Distillation, CVPR2024 26

Distribution Matching Distillation | Summary

› Minimizing reverse KL using pretrained DPMs;

› Requires training an additional DPM during distillation;

› Requires additional distillation approaches to avoid mode collapse;

› The model is unavailable → unclear if it provides superior quality / diversity trade-off;

› Data-free.



! How to avoid training the auxiliary DPM during distillation?

› Define 𝑝𝑓𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑥 as a set of delta distributions: 𝑥𝑖 = 𝐺𝜃𝑖 ;
› 𝑞 𝑥𝑡|𝑥𝑖 = 𝑁 𝑥𝑡 ⍺𝑡𝐺𝜃𝑖 , 𝜎𝑡

2𝐼) → 𝑠&'() 𝑥/ , 𝑡 = ∇𝑥𝑡𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑞 𝑥𝑡|𝑥
𝑖 ≈ - (𝑥𝑡 - ⍺𝑡𝐺𝜃𝑖) / 𝜎𝑡

2 = -ϵ / 𝜎/

! Questions
› What are the key differences with DMD? 
› What is the role of 𝑠&'() 𝑥/ , 𝑡 in SDS? Does it regularize the training?
› How DMD stands against SDS in terms of text-to-image performance? 

B. Poole, et al., DreamFusion: Text-to-3D using 2D Diffusion, ICLR2023 27

Score Distillation Sampling
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Unbiased Score Estimator

! How to avoid training the auxiliary DPM during distillation?

› Idea: estimate ∇*!𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝&'() 𝑥/ using unbiased score estimate from synthetic data:

› where	𝑥~ 𝑝&'() , 𝑥/ ~ q(𝑥/|x)
› Single point estimate: ∇*!𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝&'() 𝑥/ ≈ −(𝑥/ − ⍺/x)/𝜎/9

› The estimate may be more accurate with more samples from 𝑝&'(), see [1].

! Questions
› How many samples are needed for the reasonable estimate?
› Would it be more efficient sampling these samples using 𝐺$ 𝑧 at each training iteration? 
[1] M. Neidoba, et al, Nearest Neighbour Score Estimators for Diffusion Generative Models, arXiv2024



A. Sauer et al., Adversarial Diffusion Distillation, 2023 30

Adversarial Diffusion Distillation

! ADD combines SDS and GAN objectives

1. Impressive image quality and text-alignment for 1-4 steps;
2. Both objectives lead to mode collapse → very poor image diversity for a given prompt.



X. Liu et al, Flow Straight and Fast: Learning to Generate and Transfer Data with Rectified Flow, ICLR2023
X. Liu et al, InstaFlow: One Step is Enough for High-Quality Diffusion-Based Text-to-Image Generation, 2023 31

Rectified Flows

! General idea
› Perform k stages of rectifying the trajectories of the pretrained DPM;
› Distill the resultant ”flow” model using one of the classical distillation methods;

! Motivation
› DPM trajectory rectification simplifies the learned mapping;
› Straighter trajectories lead to lower error of ODE solvers and are easier to distill.



X. Liu et al., Flow Straight and Fast: Learning to Generate and Transfer Data with Rectified Flow, ICLR2023
X. Liu et al., InstaFlow: One Step is Enough for High-Quality Diffusion-Based Text-to-Image Generation, 2023 33

Rectified Flows | Formulation

! Notation
› 𝜋!− real distribution, 𝜋:− standard Gaussian distribution;
› 𝑣 𝑍/ , 𝑡 − velocity function, 𝑡 ∈ 0, 1 .

! Rectified flow

! Objective



X. Liu et al., Flow Straight and Fast: Learning to Generate and Transfer Data with Rectified Flow, ICLR2023
X. Liu et al, InstaFlow: One Step is Enough for High-Quality Diffusion-Based Text-to-Image Generation, 2023 34

Rectified Flows | Algorithm

! Preparation
› Initialize 𝑣𝜃 𝑍𝑡, 𝑡 with the teacher parameters 𝜃;
› Construct initial pairs of (𝑋0, 𝑋1) ~ 𝜋0× 𝜋1 using PF-ODE of the pretrained DPM.
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Rectified Flows | Summary

› Clear and reasonable intuition behind the trajectory rectification;

› Multiple rectification stages (typically 2 stages) + distillation procedure;

› Not-established in practice (looking forward to the SD3 public release);



Y. Song et al.,  Consistency Distillation, ICML2023 37

Consistency Distillation 



Y. Song et al.,  Consistency Distillation, ICML2023 38

Consistency Distillation | Formulation 

! Consistency function

› Given a solution trajectory {𝑥/}/∈ ?,# define 

› Self-consistency property:

› Boundary condition:



Y. Song et al.,  Consistency Distillation, ICML2023 39

Consistency Distillation | Training

1. Parameterize 𝑓$ with the teacher DPM;

2. Sample 𝑥 ~ 𝑝@'/' 𝑥 , 𝑥/$~ 𝑞 𝑥/$|𝑥 ;

3. Obtain 𝑥/$%&
A using ODE solver with the teacher model 𝜙:

! Objective

› 𝜆 = 1 in practice. d ∙ − arbitrary distance function, e.g., L1, L2, lpips.

! Question: what is intuition behind this objective?

(Euler step)



Y. Song et al.,  Consistency Distillation, ICML2023 40

Consistency Distillation | Sampling

! Initialization
› Sample 𝑥/'~𝑁 0, 𝐼 ;
› Select intermediate time steps {𝑡B} for multi-step sampling;

! Algorithm
1. Estimate 𝑥/(

$ for one step using 𝑓$ (𝑥/$ , 𝑡B);
2. Add noise 𝑥/$~ 𝑞 𝑥/$| 𝑥/(

$ ;
3. Go to 1.



Y. Song et al.,  Consistency Distillation, ICML2023 41

Consistency Distillation | Summary

1. Single-stage integrator-learning method that may have some interesting interpretations;

2. Uses real data during distillation;

3. Does not support deterministic multi-step sampling;

4. Lower fidelity and much higher diversity compared to the collapsed alternatives.

! Questions
› Is it important how to approximate ∇𝑥𝑡𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑔	𝑝𝑡𝑛 𝑥𝑡𝑛 to get 𝑥𝑡𝑛−1

𝜙 ?
› Can we come up with the deterministic sampling?
› Do we need real data?



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 42

Consistency Trajectory Models 

! Consistency models
› Left endpoint is always fixed → does not support integrating arbitrary trajectory intervals;  
› Performance degrades with more sampling steps;
› Does not support deterministic multi-step sampling.

! Consistency Trajectory Models 
› Generalize consistency models by learning a more versatile integrator:
1. Integrate arbitrary sub-trajectories;
2. Recover the score function when ∆t → 0 → allow using ODE solvers;
3. Allows deterministic multi-step sampling. 



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 43

Consistency Trajectory Models 



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 44

Consistency Trajectory Models | Training

› Define an integrator of the trajectory interval {𝑥D}D∈ E,/



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 45

Consistency Trajectory Models | Training

› Define an integrator of the trajectory interval {𝑥D}D∈ E,/

! Soft consistency matching

› Local consistency: u = t − ∆t (Similar to CD);
› Global consistency: u = s apply teacher for the entire interval;



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 46

Consistency Trajectory Models | Training

! CTM objective



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 47

Consistency Trajectory Models | Training

! CTM objective

! DSM objective
› For s == t, directly minimize the DPM objective → learning the score function.



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 48

Consistency Trajectory Models | Training

! CTM objective

! DSM objective
› For s == t, directly minimize the DPM objective → learning the score function.

! Final objective



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 49

Consistency Trajectory Models | Sampling

𝛾 = 0 − provides the best performance in the single and multi-step settings. 



D. Kim et al., Consistency Trajectory Models: Learning Probability Flow ODE Trajectory of Diffusion, ICLR2024 50

Consistency Trajectory Models | Summary

› Generalize consistency models by learning a more versatile integrator;

› Unlocks deterministic sampling;

› Unlocks high-quality multi-step sampling; 

› Training procedure is overloaded. Many details seem redundant. In our
experiments, doing CD on individual intervals works fine.

› Expensive training due to global consistency that requires many teacher steps;

! Questions
› Which of the proposed modifications are critical?
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Research Directions in Consistency Models
! Bi-directional integrator
› Would like to learn a bi-directional integrator that allows both accurate and efficient inversion.

! Intuition: ”integration” might be a localized and disentangled task
› CD requires relatively few steps for convergence → observes small amount of data;
› Small portion of weights are important during distillation;
› Distilled models can be readily pluged-and-played into different DPMs and editing methods;
› Can we distill faster and better if we focus on trajectory properties, e.g., curvature?

! How to distill effectively for high CFG scales?
› Higher CFG scales lead to more curved trajectories → more difficult and unstable distillation.

! Combine CD and RF ideas
› Generalize CMs to arbitrary vector fields and apply it to RF.


